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This paper examines how laryngeal contrast is realized in the phonology of heritage Dutch 

speakers in an English-speaking environment. As established within the framework of Laryngeal 

Realism (Iverson & Salmons, 1995), English and Dutch establish the contrast between the set of 

sounds written as <b, d, g> and the set <p, t, k> in different ways. In English, as in most other 

Germanic languages such as German and most Nordic dialects, the feature [spread glottis] 

characterizes fortis stops /p, t, k/, whereas Dutch — like Yiddish, Scots and West Frisian — 

employs the feature [slack] to distinguish voiced /b, d, (g)/ from laryngeally unmarked /p, t, k/. 

Preliminary findings show how Dutch heritage speakers of the first, second and fourth 

generations gradually shift from the Dutch system to a more English-like system of phonological 

contrast in specific ways. 

The results are based on acoustic analysis of the speech of fifteen heritage Dutch speakers from 

Wisconsin. The table below summarizes the average Voice Onset Times (VOT) of word-initial 

stops for each speaker. The evidence shows that all speakers, including first generation heritage 

speakers who immigrated as adults, show a reduction in voicing of <b, d>: most speakers show a 

very short negative VOT or a VOT of approximately zero (i.e. voicing starts at the burst of the 

stop), where we would expect a negative VOT (prevoicing) for most voiced stops in non-heritage 

Dutch speakers (van Alphen, 2007; van Alphen & Smits, 2004). First-generation heritage 

speakers retain an otherwise mostly intact Dutch system, with short-lag VOT and no aspiration 

on voiceless stops. From the second generation onwards, we see a considerable increase in the 

VOT of voiceless/fortis stops, marking a move towards more English-sounding aspirated /p, t, k/. 

The boxplot below shows longer mean VOTs and more variability with each successive 

generation of heritage Dutch speakers. This leads to laryngeal overspecification in the stop 

category of heritage Dutch speakers, as /p, t, k/ are characterized by [spread] while /b, d/ remain 

characterized by [slack]. 

These results provide insight into shifts in phonological contrast in language contact situations, 

as gradual phonetic change eventually leads to a shift in the feature specification, i.e. a move 

from one system of laryngeal contrast towards another. The observation that voiceless stops 

move towards an English-like aspirated long-lag VOT in the Dutch of heritage speakers is 

consistent with previous work on bilingual acquisition of aspirating and voicing languages 

(Simon, 2010, 2011). 

 

Table. Mean VOT in msec. of Voiced and Voiceless Stops 

 /b, d/ /p, t, k/ 

1st generation -8.9 34.4 

2nd generation 1.5 62.2 

4th generation -17.1 61.0 

 



 

Figure. VOT of Voiceless Stops by Generation 
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